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Mission

• Improving the overall educational experience by:
  ▪ Representing the interests of the Electrical & Software Engineering graduate students to the faculty and administration.
  ▪ Increasing the interactions between students within the department.
  ▪ Facilitating networking between academia and industry.
  ▪ Consulting with the department for issues faced by the students
Other Responsibilities

- Improving internal working of ESEG.
- Maintaining communication and information sharing between ESEG representatives and student body.
- Planning and organizing social events, indoor and outdoor to encourage sense of community.
- Welcoming new graduate students and orientation.
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Welcoming New Students! (Fall 2023)
Social Gatherings!

Weekly Coffee Chat!
Ideas For Upcoming Events!*  

• Academic Events:  
  ▪ Professional development workshop (in collaboration with Centre for Career & Personal Development).  
  ▪ Inviting industry expert for speaking.  

• Social Events:  
  • Monthly Trivia Night !  
  • Calgary Zoo !

*Subject to funding approval
ESEG Contact Information

You can reach us at: eseg@ucalgary.ca

You can reach our team members at:

- **President**: aliadib.arnab@ucalgary.ca
- **VP – External**: amirhossein.ahmadi@ucalgary.ca
- **VP – Finance**: maryam.yousefnezhad@ucalgary.ca
- **VP – Academic**: sufiyanahmed.bukhari@ucalgary.ca
- **AVP – Academic**: zahra.arabinarei@ucalgary.ca
- **VP – Meng**: purvamahipatkumar.ma@ucalgary.ca
- **VP – Social**: sara.montajab@ucalgary.ca
- **VP – Operation**: mahdi.sadeghibakhi@ucalgary.ca
- **AVP – Operation**: mobina.abdolinemati@ucalgary.ca
ESEG Social Media

https://www.instagram.com/eseg_uoc?utm_source=ig_web_button_share_sheet&igsh=ZDNlZDc0MzIxNw==

https://www.linkedin.com/company/esegs/about/
Thank you!